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Abstract
Prenataldevelopmentof the primary visual cortexleadsto simplecells with spatiallydistinctandoriented ONandOFF subregions.These
simplecells areorganizedinto spatialmapsof orientationandoculardominancethat exhibit singularities,fractures,and linearzones.On a
finer spatial scale,simple cells occur that are sensitiveto similar orientationsbut opposite contrast polarities, and exhibit both evensymmetricandodd-symmetricreceptivefields.Pooling of outputsfrom oppositelypolarizedsimplecells leadsto complexcells thatrespond
to both contrastpolarities. A neural network modelis describedwhichsimulateshowsimpleand complexcells self-organizestarting from
unsegregated
and unorientedgeniculocorticalinputs during prenataldevelopment.Neighboringsimple cells that aresensitiveto opposite
contrastpolaritiesdevelopfrom a combinationof spatiallyshort-rangeinhibitionandhigh-gainrecurrenthabituativeexcitationbetweencells
that obeymembraneequations.Habituation,or depression,
of synapses
controlsresetof cell activationsboth throughenhancedONresponses
and OFF antagonisticrebounds.Orientationandoculardominancemapsform whenhigh-gainmedium-rangerecurrentexcitationand longrange inhibition interact with the short-rangemechanisms.The resulting structureclarifies how simple and complexcells contribute to
perceptualprocessessuchas texture segregationand perceptualgrouping.@ 1998ElsevierScienceLtd. All rights reserved.
Keywords:Development;Self-organization;Visual cortex;VI; Lateralgeniculatenucleus;Simplecell; Complexcell; Corticalmap;Ocular
dominancecolumn; Orientationcolumn; Orientationtuning; Neural network

1. Introduction: developmentof cortical orientation and
ocular dominancemaps with oppositelypolarized simple
cells
Developmentof the primary visual cortex prior to visual
experienceproducesorientationallytunedcortical neurons,
classifiableaccordingto the criteria of Hubel and Wiesel
(1962)as eithersimple or complex; after severalweeksof
visual experiencethesecortical cells evolve adult responsivity (DeAngeliset al., 1993;Gboseet al., 1994;Hubeland
Wiesel,1974).The prenatalsegregationof geniculocortical
afferentsinto ocular dominancecolumnsalso occursindependentlyof visualexperience(Hortonand Hocking,1996).
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Monocular, but not binocular, deprivation during the first
few weeks of visual experience can lead to drastic changes
in the arrangement of ocular dominance patches (Rubel et
al., 1977), but these changes may be blocked by the
elimination of neural activity (Stryker and Rarris, 1986),
suggesting that an activity-dependent process is responsible
for the development of ocular dominance.
Adult cortical cells are arranged into vertical columns
with similar orientation tuning and ocular dominance, and
these columns are arrimged into smoothly changing twodimensional maps of orientation and ocular dominance
(Rubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1963, 1968). The cortical map
of orientation is arranged in swirling patterns around orientation centers in both cats (Bonhoeffer and Grinvald, 1991;
Grinvald et al., 1994) and monkeys (Blasdel, 1992b; Blasdel
and Salama, 1986), but the patchy pattern of ocular dominance in cats (Anderson et al., 1988; LeVay et al., 1978;
Lowel and Singer, 1987; Lowel et al., 1988) differs somewhat from the stripe-like pattern in monkeys (Blasdel,
1992a, b; Rubel et al., 1977, 1978; LeVay et al., 1975,
1985; Obermayer and Blasdel, 1993). In both species
these patterns are evident at a spatial scale of about 1 mm.
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At a much smaller spatial scale, nearby cortical simple
cells tend to exhibit opposite spatial phase (Pollen and
Ronner, 1981), and these cells may be connected by functionally inhibitory connections (DeAngelis et al., 1991; Liu
et al., 1992; Palmer and Davis, 1981). The proposed
arrangement of simple cells with complementary ON and
OFF zones into mutually inhibitory pairs helps to explain
the source of local intracortical inhibition which provides
functional antagonism between ON and OFF zones in
simple cell receptive fields (Hube1 and Wiesel, 1962).
This complementary representation also helps to explain
the robust expression of orientation tuning following
blockade of ON retinal ganglion cells by the application
of APB (Schiller, 1982). These facts are summarized well
by models in which ON and OFF geniculate afferents
synapse onto pairs of mutually inhibitory simple cells
(e.g. Gove et al., 1995; Shulz et a1., 1993).
Complex cells also respond to oriented stimuli, but do not
have well-segregated ON and OFF receptive field subregions. Complex cells are found in almost every layer of
VI (Gilbert, 1977), and are important components of
cortical models of visual perception (e.g. Grossberg and
Mingolla, 1985a, b). Several models of how individual
complex cells achieve their orientation tuning without segregated ON and OFF regions have been described, each of
which pools simple cell responses with differing spatial
phases at a single complex cell (Emerson et al., 1992;
Gove et al., 1995; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a, b;
Jacobson et al.' 1993; Spitzer and Hochstein, 1985).

2. Someprevious map developmentmodels
A number of theoretical models demonstrate how simple
cell response characteristics and global maps can be simultaneously self~organized by local processes. One of the
earliest models showed how a neural network with weights
modified by an associative learning rule can produce
orientation tuning when presented with oriented inputs
(Grossberg, 1976a, c; von der Malsburg, 1973). Linsker
(1986a, b, c) subsequently demonstrated the selforganization of orientation tuning without oriented
inputs. Other modeling work has shown how ocular
dominance maps can arise from uncorrelated inputs
(Kohonen, 1982, 1989; Miller et al., 1989; Rojer and
Schwartz, 1989, 1990; Swindale, 1980), how maps of orientation can form (Swindale, 1982), how maps of orientation
and ocular dominance may develop simultaneously (Durbin
and Mitchison, 1990; Obermayer et al., 1990, 1992; Sirosh
and Miikkulainen, 1994; Swindale, 1992), and how the
development of orientationally tuned simple cells and
their arrangement into cortical maps may progress synchronously (Miller, 1992, 1994). Each of these models computes
its maps with somewhat different equations. Some models,
for example, focus on the learning that alters neural connections without modeling the dynamics of the cells

themselves; e.g. Miller (1992, 1994). The fact that all of
these models realize three computational principles
(Grossberg and Olson, 1994)-a source of noise, a band
pass filter, and normalization across all feature dimensions-clarifies
what all these different models have in
common from a computational viewpoint. These three
factors are sufficient to generate cortical maps which exhibit
the singularities, fractures, and linear zones that are found in
vivo (Blasdel, 1992a, b).

3. Self-organizing cortical maps and the triple-o map
A neural network model is describedhere that builds
upon theseearlier developmentalmodels.The model was
first presentedin Olsonand Grossberg(1996). This model
demonstratesthe self-organizationof cortical maps of
ocular dominanceand orientation, while simultaneously
developingneighboringorientationallytuned simple cells
that are sensitiveto opposite contrastpolarities, and that
exhibit either even-symmetricor odd-symmetricreceptive
fields.As shownbelow,thesepaired simple cells provide a
naturalexplanationfor suchfacts as how subcorticalapplication of APB influencescortical orientation tuning and
how cortical complex cells come to pool signals from
oppositely polarized simple cells within a developing
cortical map.
This modelis genericallycalleda self-organizingcortical
map (SOCM). In order to distinguish this SOCM from
previousones,it may be called a triple-o map model after
its ability to self-organize£rientation,£cular dominance,
and £Pponentcontrastcells in a map. Previous models,
which developone or two of the first properties,are thus
single-oor double-omapmodels.
In order to achievethese results,the dynamicsof both
cortical cells and their intercellular interactionsneedto be
explicitly modeled. In particular, the model starts with
arrays of spatially contiguous opponentcortical cells for
which offset of activity in one cell (or cell population)of
a pair can lead to a transient antagonistic rebound of
activity in the opponentcell (or cell population) of the
pair. When embedded in a model whose dynamics
realize the three computational properties listed above,
these opponentcells developinto simple cells with similar orientationtuning but sensitivity to opposite contrast
polarities.
As sketchedin Fig. I, the model also needsto simulate
the processingperformedat earlierstagesin the visual pathway, most notably the relevant properties of the LGN
(Schiller,1992). Retinalsignals from the two eyes project
forward to ON and OFF cells in the LGN. ON and OFF
geniculate inputs from both eyes converge onto each
cortical simple cell via adaptivepathways. Driven by an
activity-dependent
associativelearning rule, segregationof
these geniculocorticalconnectionsis responsiblefor the
developmentof orientationtuning in the model.
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changes.Activity in eachmodelOFF cell (N-) respondsto
the complementof the input image
L-(j,k)=l-L+(j,k)

(3)

accordingto
dN-=

d!

-.aN- +(l-N-

)[8)G(U) * L-

-(1 +N- )[a2G(UV* L-

(4)

At steadystate,the activity of the LGN cells becomes
RETINA

LGN

SIMPLE

N+ -[CXIG(O't)-CX2G(O'V]*L+
-.B+[CXIG(O't)+CX2G(O'V] *L+

COMPLEX

Fig. 1. Model overview: inputs to the two eyes project forward to ON and
OFF cells in the LGN. ON and OFF cells from both eyes convergeon
cortical simple cells, which are arrangedinto mutually inhibitory pairs.
The simplecells in turn project forward to complexcells. Model complex
cells thus derive their orientationfrom the underlyingsimplecells.

3.1. LGN preprocessing
The relevant section of the visual field is represented by a
two-dimensional array of intensity values, L +, ranging
between 0 and 1. Each of the values of this image
corresponds roughly to the net photoreceptor activity within
a small patch of foveal retina. Neural responsesin the retina
and in the LGN may be divided into two main groups: ON
( + ) cells and OFF ( -) cells. Processing in the LGN is thus
broken into two complementary streams corresponding to
the representation by ON and OFF LGN cells of the pattern
of light on the retina. The activity in each of the model ON
cells (N+) obeys membrane, or shunting, equations
(Grossberg, 1973; Hodgkin and Huxley, 1952) with feedforward
on-center, off-surround
interactions (with
positional indices suppressed):
dN+

dt

= -.eN+

+(l-N+)[alG(Ul)*L+j

-(1 + N+ )[a2G(UV * L +].

(1)

Two-dimensional spatial convolution is indicated by the '*'
operator, and the array G(u) is a two-dimensional Gaussian
with its peak at the center of the array at (i oj 0)as defined by

( t' -to . )2 +(;
G(u, i,j) = e

--

cf1.

-Jo 0

)2
(2)

The convolution operator shifts the center of the Gaussian in
the usual way. Without the excitatory or inhibitory inputs,
the passive decay term, -{3N+, causes the activity of each
cell to exponentially decay towards O. Sensitivity to
excitatory inputs a ,G(uJ*L + decreasesasthe cell's activity
level approaches 1 according to the term (l-N+), just as
sensitivity to inhibitory inputs a2G(u2)*L + decreases as
the activity approaches -1 according to the term (1 +
N+). The behavior of this equation models neural hyperpolarization and depolarization in responseto conductance

(5)

and
N -[aIG(CJ1)-a2G(CJ2)]*L-

-.B + [al G(CJI)+ a2G(CJ2)]* L -.
-(6)

The amplitudes of the two Gaussian kernels, G(CJJ and
G(CJ2),in the above convolutions are scaled by al and a2
so that the volumes under the two surfaces are equal to 1.0.
In discrete fonn:

Eqs. (5) and (6) ensure that activity in the LGN field is
locally correlated: local correlations in the LGN drive the
development of local correlations in the receptive fields of
downstream cortical simple cells. Changing the size of the
two kernels by changing (11and (12alters the extents of the
on-center/off-surround processing realized by Eqs. (5) and
(6) and results in a corresponding change to the typical size
of simple cell subfields that the model will produce.
Cells in the LGN do not respond at a constant firing
frequency to constant patterns of light entering the retina.
Rather, in responseto activating stimuli, LGN cells quickly
achieve a high firing rate which then decays over time
(Cleland et al., 1971). Neither the exact shape of the
response curve nor the precise timing of the habituation is
important for the purposes of these simulations, but time
dependence of model LGN cell responses enables the
model to respond robustly to new inputs (see below). This
habifuative property is implemented by multiplying the
maximal response of each geniculate cell, N+ or N-, by a
Gaussian function of time since the start of the last pattern
presentation, t 1:
(t -tl)

>..(t)= e--~

2

(8)

Utilizing sucha function, rather than explicitly modeling
frequency-dependent
habituative LGN dynamics,helps to
reducethe computationalload which, as noted below, is
considerable.More realistic frequency-dependent
habituative processesin the cortexare dynamicallymodeledusing
differential equations.
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3.2. Weightedgeniculocortical connections
Each model simple cell (or cell population) xiV,k)
receives direct connectionsfrom only a subset of LGN
ON and OFF cells, as shown in Fig. 2. These signals,
s+(l,m) and s-(l,m), are copied from a circular region of
diameter n( of the LGN activity patterns, N+(u,v) or
N-(u,v), shifted downwards with increasingI and to the
right with increasingvaluesof m.
Each simple cell xiV,k) has a separateset of synaptic
weights wi~(l, m) and wift(l, m) through which it filters the
LGN ON and OFF cell input patterns s+(l,m)and s-(l,m).
The dot products of these weight images and the LGN
activity patternsare calculatedto determinethe bottom-up
inputs Ii to the simple cells, scaledby the time-dependent
decayfunction A:
IiV,k)=A(t)(wi~'Sjt +WiikOSjk)'

(9)

Each simple cell (or cell population) xiV,k) obeys a membrane, or shunting, equation and combines bottom-up LGN
input and recurrent positive feedback from the corresponding simple cell y,V,k), as shown in Fig. 3. The recurrent
excitation is multiplied by a habituating transmitter gate
ziV,k). In all:

y
T(y)=

s

Fig. 3. Local connectivity: a single dipole unit is composed of a pair of input
cells XiV, k), feedback cells YiV,k), and habituating gates ziV,k) made up of
two channels, corresponding to units with subscript 0 and to units with
subscript 1, respectively. Each simple cell xjV,k) receives LGN ON ( + )
and OFF ( -)
signals along weighted pathways. Venical feedforward
excitation (solid arrows) within and reciprocal feedforward inhibition
(dashed arrows) between the channels produce an antagonistic relationship
between simple cells. Positioned indices V,k) have been dropped.

3.3. Simplecell dynamics

dx.
J= -AxXi+(Bx-xJ{Cxli+Exf[T(yJ]Zj}
dt
with

s

(10)

feedforward model of Shulz et al. (1993), and accounts
for ON and OFF subregion inhibition (Rubel and Wiesel,
1962), opponency between paired simple cells (Liu et al.,
1992; Palmer and Davis, 1981; Pollen and Ronner, 1981),
and the survival of orientation tuning following blockade of
activity in the ON afferents (Schiller, 1982). In addition,
non-adaptive lateral connections provide short-range
distance-dependent excitation and longer-range distancedependentinhibition:

if y > 0,

0 otherwise.

(11)

Each simple cell (or cell population) YiV,k) receives feedforward excitation from the corresponding simple cell xiV,k)
and inhibition from the competing simple cell xhV,k). This
recurrent local circuitry is functionally similar to the

(13)

The signal functionfin Eq. (12) is definedby:
y2
f(y) = .iT+f'

(14)

Such sigmoidal signal functions enable the recurrent competitive field in Eq. (12) to achieve the useful properties of
contrast enhancement and noise suppression (Grossberg,
1973), both of which are needed for pattern processing in
a noisy environment. In the present case, within-channel
excitatory connections and between-channel inhibitory connections cause the y cells to compute the difference of the
cortical inputs, 10 and II, to the two opponent channels.
When weights w+ and w- are random, as they are before
learning, these differences are very small and need to be
amplified to enable cortical units to interact laterally with
other cortical cells in such a way as to learn a map of
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orientation and ocular dominance through weight changes
(see below).
The x +-+y feedback loop amplifies such small input differences. This is accomplished through high-gain recurrent
connections [with large values of Cy and Ex relative to the
size of the input gain, C x, in Eqs. (10) and (12)]. Similar
feedback has beenused in models of boundary segmentation
(e.g. Gove et al., 1995) and has been reported in neural
measurement of cortical neurons (Chung and Ferster,
1997; Douglas et al., 1995; Stratford et al., 1996). Once a
pattern of activation is instantiated in the network by highgain feedback, lower-gain subsequent inputs may be of
insufficient magnitude to force the selection of a new pattern. To amplify input differences, the gain on the feedback
loop needs to be large relative to the bottom-up input gain,
but to respond efficiently to changing input patterns, the
input gain must be large relative to the feedback gain.

3.4. Habituativeor depressingsynapses
This apparent paradox is resolved by adapting or habituating the feedback gain using a habituative transmitter, Zi,
that gates the feedback signal as in Eq. (10). This transmitter
obeys the equation:

dz.

-df=Az(1

-Zi) -Bf[T(Yi)]Zi

(15)

(Grossberg, 1969, 1972). When the cell signal.f[T(Yi)] is
zero, Zi gradually accumulates to a maximal value of 1 via
the term Az(1 -Zi) in Eq. (15). However, when Yi is active,
Zi is inactivated via the mass action term BJIT(Yi)]Zi and
reduces the effective gain on the x ...Y feedback loop. The
time-dependent decay >..(t)of input, as in Eq. (9), also
alleviates the problem by allowing the effective input gain
to be relatively large whenever a new input is presented.
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This sort of habituative synapse has been used to explain a
variety of perceptual data that involve visual cortex
(Francis, 1996a,b; Francis and Grossberg, 1996a, b; Francis
et al., 1994; Grossberg, 1976b, 1980, 1987, 1997;
Grunewald and Grossberg, 1996). Abbott et al. (1997)
have reported habituating cells in rat visual cortex and
modeled them using Eq. (15). Their model also represents
individual spikes. They call the habituation synaptic
depression. Chance et al. (1997) have used habituative
synapses to simulate a number of temporal non-linearities
in the experimentally reported responsesof simple cells.
The medium-range excitatory connections and longrange inhibitory connections, shown in Fig. 4, produce
medium-range correlations and long-range anti-correlations
in the developing maps of orientation and ocular dominance. These patterns of correlation and anti-correlation
lead to the formation of coordinated maps of ocular dominance and orientation (Durbin and Mitchison, 1990;
Grossberg and Olson, 1994; Obermayer et al., 1990, 1992;
Sirosh and Miikkulainen, 1994; Swindale, 1992).
3.5. Complex cell receptivefield
The activities of the simple cells, Yh of both contrast
polarities, combine additively through non-adaptive
distance-dependentGaussianconnections to yield complex
cell responses:
K = <:¥k[T(yo)
+ T(y\)] * G(Uk)'

(16)

The parameter <:¥k
is chosen such that the volume under the
surface of the Gaussian is equal to 1.0.
Because simple cells with complementary receptive field
profiles are found at nearby positions in the final simple cell
map, complex cells which sum these responses exhibit
similar response profiles to light and dark stimuli. The

COMPLEX
CELLS

SIMPLE
CELLS

LGN
CELLS
Fig. 4. Lateral connectivityand complexcells: distance-dependent
connectionstrengthsbetweeny units realizea band passfilter. Complexcells respond
accordingto the weightedsum of simplecell responses.
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smoothness of a complex cell's response to light and dark
stimuli in different positions in the receptive field may be
controlled by varying the size of the region of the simple cell
map that the complex cell samples. Small regions, corresponding to values of Uknear 0, lead to segregatedpatches in
the complex cell receptive field corresponding to ON and
OFF subregions in the underlying simple cells. Large values
of Uk lead to a more uniform spatial response distribution
within the receptive field.
For small values of Uk,the orientation preference of complex cells echoes the orientation preference of simple cells
directly below them. With larger values of Uk,each complex
cell samples a broader range of simple cells and hence a
broader range of orientations. The organization of the
simple cell orientation map, which ensures that nearby
simple cells have similar orientation preference, reduces
the loss of orientation tuning that such broad sampling
would otherwise dictate. Only when the sampling region
is on the same order as the periodicity of the orientation
map, with Uk> 2UI,would orientation tuning in the complex
cells be compromised.

3.6. Learnedmodification of geniculocorticalpath weights
At the beginning of a learning simulation, each element in
each of the weight arrays Witt and Wilt in Eq. (9) is selected
from a uniform random distribution between 0 and 0.1
(Press et aI., 1992). Modification of receptive field properties over time is due to changes in the long-term weights on
the bottom-up connections. These weights are modified
according to the following associative learning rule
(Hebb, 1949), called the instar learning rule or gated
steepest descent learning rule (Grossberg, 1976a, b; see
also Kohonen, 1989; Obermayer et aI., 1992; Singer, 1983):

(17)

According to this learning rule, changes in the weights are
made only when the postsynaptic cortical unit xiV,k) is
active. Then the weights slowly change to track the input
signals impinging on the corresponding pathways. The
instar rule is thus the simplest rule that can incorporate
both Hebbian and anti-Hebbian learning properties. The
instar learning rule also normalizes the weights when
activity in the presynaptic and postsynaptic neural fields is
normalized by their shunting on-center off-surround
dynamics, and renders the sum of the elements of each
cortical unit's weight arrays approximately constant.
In order to observe map formation in the system
described by Eqs. (1)-(18), a large number of simple cell
dipoles must be simulated. Since the weights change
slowly compared to the rate of change of the other variables
of the system {guaranteed by a small value of the expression

Aw71xiV,k)-r] in Eqs. (17) and (18)}, it is possible to use the
following approximation scheme for each input cycle, c:
1. a new random LGN input image L + is selected;
2. the weights are assumed to remain constant, and solutions for the remaining fast dynamical variables, Xijk(Tm),
are numerically computed at several time intervals TO
through Tn using an adaptive stepsize Runge-Kutta
algorithm (Press et al., 1992)-the number of steps n
and the size of each step is determined by the numerical
integration algorithm;
3. the weights are updated, using discrete-time approximations to Eqs. (17) and (18) and the time-averaged
numerical solutions, Xijk(c), of each Xijk for the duration
of cycle c:
w;t(c+

1)=w;t(c)+AwX~(c)[Sjt(c)

-wu1(c)]

and
w;fr(c + I) = wit (c) +AwX~(C)[Sjk (c) -wit

(c)]

where
I

Xijk(c)=

n

-L
Xijk(Tm)(Tm-Tm-I)'
Tnm=1

This singular perturbation procedure eliminates the need to
evaluate the evolution of the weights at the fast time scale of
the rest of the activation dynamics and greatly reduces the
number of computations required at each cycle.

4. Model simulationsof a triple-o self-organizing cortical
map
To simulate map fonnation at the samecortical resolution
presented by Miller (1994) requires 32 X 32 dipoles in the
system, each with six elements (two XS,two ys, and two zs),
for a total of 6144 elements. Numerically integrating a system of 6144 variables using an adaptive stepsize algorithm
such as the Runge-Kutta method would be possible, but
somewhat inconvenient, except for the fact that the system
is stiff (Press et al., 1992). Algorithms such as adaptivestepsize Runge-Kutta take tiny time steps in order to obtain
acceptably accurate solutions. In practice, the Runge-Kutta
algorithm takes on the order of 106stepsto compute a single
cycle of the integration phase.
By comparison, algorithms designed for stiff systems can
perfonn much better. However, available stiff algorithms
use more sophisticated techniques for estimating the
influence that changes in one dynamical variable have on
another and require multiple inversions of the Jacobian
matrix (a matrix of size n X n for a system with n variables).
Each matrix inversion (in general) requires on the order of
n3 operations (which translates to 2.3 X lOll operations in a
system of 6144 variables) and the storage of n2 matrix
elements (which translates to about 3 X 108 elements or

Sol. Olson, SoGrossberg/Neural Networks 11 (1998) 189-208
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dominanceand orientationmapswith simple cell neighbors
sensitiveto oppositecontrastpolarities.
4.1. One-dimensional
simulations:developmentofopponent
simplecell orientation columns

c)

...
d) o.~
0

~c'""~=--50

100

150

-200

250

TIME UNITS
Fig. 5. Network dynamics: sample of five pulses used in weight modification procedure (see text). (a) Input pulses 10 (solid) and 1 ( (dashed) determined by Eqs. (1)-(9) with each element of L chosen randomly between 0
and I. Solution traces of the variables comprising one dipole: (b) Xo (solid)
andxl (dashed); (c) Yo (solid) andYI (dashed); (d) Zo(solid) andZI (dashed).
Parameters used were: Aw=0.OO2.Ax= I. Bx= I. Cx= I. Ex =6. Ay = 3.
By= I. Cy=6.Dy=
1.5. Ey=6. Fy= I. Gy=2.A, = 0.005. B, =0.0444.
n(=16, n2=32.fI=0.3333.
17,=IO.I7E = 2.5, 'I = 5,171 = 2.172 = 5.
<XE
=0.2257. <XI= 0.1129, <XI = 0.0796. <X2= 0.0134..B = 0.2. r = 0.2.
These same parameters were used for all one-dimensional simulations
shown. All simulations were run on an SGI Power Challenge using
programs written in C. C++

and MatLab.

1152 megabytesof storage).Readily available computers
cannothandlesuchlargeproblems.Therefore,two approximationsof the systemare studied:a one-dimensionalslice
of the completedynamicalsystemin orderto demonstrate
how a map of orientation can develop, and a twodimensional operationalapproximation(see Appendix A)
to the complete dynamics that self-organizes ocular

Fig. 5 shows the responses through time of the variables
that make up one opponent pair, or dipole, of simple cells.
Every 50 time units, each element of the input image L + is
selected from a uniform random distribution, representing
spatially uncorrelated retinal activity. The presentation of a
new input, which occurs every 50 time units, causes a small
increase in the level of activity of the target simple cell x in
Eq. (10), at a rate proportional to the total input. As activity
in these x units increase,each y unit in Eq. (12) is excited by
its corresponding x unit, and inhibited by the opponent x
unit. Each y unit is thus sensitive to inputs to the corresponding x unit that are larger than those to the complementary x
unit. As activity in the y units increases, a positive x +-+y
feedback loop becomes active, driving the active x and y
units towards their maximal levels and the opponent x and y
units towards their minimal levels. The gradual decay of the
transmitter z term in Eq. (15) of the active channel results in
a decrease in the gain of the feedback loop and causes a
gradual decay of activity in the active units. The decrease in
feedback gain enables new inputs to drive the selection of
other cortical units, notably the opponent simple cells.
These network dynamics are capable of robustly driving
the learning of simple cell receptive field profiles. Since
each x unit receives nearly complementary input images
from the ON and OFF LGN cells according to Eqs. (5)
and (6):
N+=l-N-,

(22)

the total input to each input cell in Eq. (10) is approximately

a)
b)
c)

d)

e)

f)
Fig. 6. Developmentof weightprofiles: linearizedweight imagesWjkcorrespondingto eachof 32 corticallocations.Weight profilesgraduallydevelopfrom
initially disorderedstateandeventuallyconvergeto their final values.(a) Initial linearizedweights;(b) after 250 trainingcycles; (c) after 500presentations;
(d) after 750; (e) after 1000; and(f) after 6000presentations.
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N+ [w~ + (1 -Wilk )],

(23)

which is a linear approximation of the feedforward component of the response of each simple cell x ijk or Y ijk' Since the
members of each pair compete subtractively with one
another, the response of units Yois:
N+ {[WoYk
+ (1 -Walk)] -[W~k + (1 -WVk)]),

(24)

which simplifies to
N+ [(WoYk
-walk) -(W~k -WVk)]'

(25)

a time. Since the associative learning rule modifies the feed-

forward weights to make the responseto subsequent
presentations of the same pattern stronger, and since complementary x units respond in a statistically anti-correlated
fashion, the corresponding weight images sample complementary input images and develop opposite spatial phases.

Such complementaryreceptive field profiles have been

The linearized weight image
Wjk(l,m) = [woJk(l,m) -wOlk(l, m)] -[w~k(l, m) -wVk(l, m)]
(26)
is thus a linear approximation of the feedforward component
of the receptive field of each unit.
The gradual evolution of the linearized weight images is
shown in Fig. 6. From their initially random state, the
weight images are slowly transformed by associative learning into oriented, stable patterns. These weight profiles are
similar to receptive field profiles of cortical simple cells.
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 6(f), nearby model simple
cells tend to have similar orientation preferences, with
orientation preference changing smoothly as the simulated
cortex is traversed in a manner comparable to orientation
preference of cells in the visual cortex along tangential
electrode penetrations (Rubel and Wiesel, 1963).
A closer look at the weight images corresponding to a
single opponent pair of simple cells (Fig. 7) reveals that,
after development, model ON and OFF weight images
corresponding to a single simple cells are complementary.
This might be expected of any system capable of generating
segregatedON and OFF subregions, but the fact that the ON
weight images (as well as the OFF weight images) of opponent simple cells within a single dipole are complementary

a)

as well is an important result of this model. The mutual
inhibitory connections from each x unit to the complementary y unit ensure that only one of the two positive
x +-+y feedback loops in each dipole can become active at

b)

recorded in vivo (Liu et al., 1992; Pollen and Ronner,
1981) from nearby cortical cells.
A second important result is that non-overlapping,
oriented ON and OFF subregions develop in the model
geniculocortical cell weights. Simple cells in the primary
visual cortex receive direct excitatory connections from distinct regions of the LON (Liu et al., 1992; Reid and Alonso,
1995). These distinct ON and OFF subregions provide direct
oriented input to cortical simple cells (Ferster et al., 1996;
Hawken and Parker, 1984; Reid and Alonso, 1995; Schiller,
1982). This model thus suggests how prenatal development
leads to the segregation of initially intermingled ON and
OFF inputs to cortical cells into oriented excitatory
subregions.

4.2. Two-dimensional
simulations:developmentof a
triple-o map
In the two-dimensional model, the one-dimensional
cortical slice simulated above is expanded to a twodimensional sheet and the complete activity dynamics are
simplified to obtain computational tractability (see
Appendix A). This simplification pennits a study of the
interaction of orientation and ocular dominance map
development. Each simple cell receives input from LGN
fields corresponding to the contralateral (NC+ and ~-)
and the ipsilateral (N1+ and N1-) eyes. These inputs converge onto simple cells via weighted pathways labeled
d 1- A .
C+
C1+
Wijk , Wijk , Wijk an Wijk. S m the one-d..
Imenslona I
case, linearized weights are calculated in order to examine
the responseprofiles of the cortical units. Linearized weight
images corresponding to each eye are calculated, as in Eq.
(26), by:
-C
C+ -WOjk
C- ) -Wljk
( C+ -Wljk
c- )
Wjk
= ( WOjk
(27)
and

c)

d)

Fig. 7. Opponencyof final weight profiles: self-organizationleadsto the
developmentof oppositepolarity ON andOFF weightprofilesin opponent
simple cells. Weight images after 6000 training presentations:(a)
wo+(1,24); (b) wo-(1,24); (c) wt (1,24); (d) wi (1,24).

-I
1+ -WOjk
1- ) -Wljk
( 1+ -Wljk
1- ).
Wjk
= ( WOjk

(28)

Linearized contralateral and ipsilateral weight images are
shown in Figs. 8 and 9. Both possessregions with swirling
patterns of oriented ON and OFF subregions. Interspersed
with these are relatively neutral regions with little spatial
ON/OFF discrimination.. A comparison of the two figures
reveals that the high contrast regions of the ipsilateral
weights line up with the low contrast regions of the

S.l. Olson.S. GrossberglNeuralNetworks11 (1998)189-208
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Fig. 8. Contralateral linearized weights: 24 ><:24 subset of weight images w~ after 10;000 learning iterations. Light areas represent regions with large ON
weights to units Xojkand dark areas represent regions with large OFF weights to these cortical units. Parameters used were: Aw = 15, n 1 = 16, n2 = 64, UE= 2,
UI =6, U, = 2, U2= 5, Uk=6, lXE = 0.0796, '[XI= 0.0088, lXl = 0.0796, lX2 = 0.0134, lXE = 0.0088, fJ = 0.2. These same parameters were used for all twodimensional simulations shown.

contralateralweights, and visa versa. Each high contrast
area in the contralateralweight image correspondsto a
region dominated by the contralateraleye. In order to
examine the global map of orientation independentlyof
ocular dominance,binocularlinearizedweightsaredefined
as:

+ Wjko

-B
-C
Wjk
= Wjk

-I

(29)

This is not to imply that the simple cells in the modelare

binocular. In fact it is becauseeachsimple cell is close to
beingmonocularthat ipsilateralandcontralaterallinearized
weightsmay be meaningfullycombinedas in Eq. (29).
Linearizedbinocularweightimagesare shownin Fig. 10.
As in the one-dimensionalsimulations,individual units
developorientedweightimagesthatare stronglysuggestive
of the receptivefield profiles of cortical simple cells. The
gradualswirling arrangementof physiological orientation
mapsis also evident.
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Fig. 9. Ipsilateral linearized weights: 24 X 24 subset of weight images WJkO

To more closely examine these orientation preference
maps, a quantitative measure of binocular orientation
selectivity is computed directly from w~ by constructing a
collection of images B8iryof small (two pixel by eight pixel)
light (i = 1) and dark (i = 0) bars on a neutral background
(0.5) at 12 orientations 8, and every possible position (x,y) in
a 16 X 16 grid. Responsesto these test stimuli are then:
r:U,k)=

L B8ixy'WBU,k).

(31)

and orientationselectivity
~ r~(j, k) Sin(28)]2+ [ ~ r~(j, k) COS(28)]
2.

(30)

i.x,y

Following Blasdel (1992a), the responses at each cortical
position to each orientation are vectorially summed to yield

SB(j,k)= 1
(32)

S.l. Olson,S. GrossberglNeuralNetworks
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Fig. 10. Binocular linearizedweights:24 X 24 subsetof weight imagesw~

Quantities pB and SB define a map of orientation that is
shown in Fig. 11. At each position (j,k), a small line segment
with orientation pB(j,k) and length proportional to SB(j,k) is
drawn to represent orientation preference and selectivity.
This map exhibits the swirling, gradually changing character of biological orientation maps as well as the key features
of these maps: singularities-regions
of low selectivity
around which all other orientations are grouped, linear
zones-regions in which orientation changes relatively
linearly with cortical distance, and fractures-regions in
which orientation changes rapidly along one spatial direction and slowly or not at all in the orthogonal direction. Each

of thesekey featuresis presentin the simulatedorientation
map shownin Fig. 11.
An indexof oculardominanceis computedby subtracting
the total weight contributedby the ipsilateraleye from the
total weight contributedby the contralateraleye at each
cortical position:
E(j,k)=

L {[w~k+(l,m)+wJk- (I,m)]
i,l,m

-[w~t(l,m)+w~k(l,m)]}.

(33)

Fig. 12 showsthe completeorientationmap superimposed
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Fig. 11. Orientation map: subset of the simulated binocular orientation map.
Key features of the biological orientation maps are present here: (a)
singularities; (b) linear zones; (c) fractures.

on the map of ocular dominan<:e.Regions dominated by the
contralateral eye, with E(j,k) ~ 0, are colored white, and
regions dominated by the ipsilateral eye, with E(j,k) < 0, are
colored grey. As with physiological maps, this map of
ocular dominance is made up of interlaced dark and light
patches corresponding to regions dominated by each eye.
Ocular dominance and orientation preference are related in
much the same way as are physiological maps: regions

Fig. 13. Scatter plot of orientation selectivity vs. ocular dominance: the
distribution reveals that large values of 58 tend to lie near cortical regions
dominated by neither eye (E near 0), and that regions of extreme ocular
dominance tend to have fairly low orientation selectivity.

dominated by one eye or the other (corresponding here to
extreme values of E) tend to line up with regions of low
orientation selectivity, and regions of high selectivity tend
to be aligned with the borders of the ocular dominance
bands (Blasdel, 1992b), as shown in Fig. 13. Earlier modeling work has shown that using an anisotropic filter can
produce striped ocular dominance maps that even more
closely resemble the patterns observed experimentally in
monkeys (Grossberg and Olson, 1994; Rojer and Schwartz,
1989, 1990; Swindale, 1980). This could be accomplished
within the present modeling framework either through the
use of an anisotropic pattern of lateral connections among
simple cells or through an anisotropic pattern of geniculocortical connectivity.
The response properties of the simple and complex cells
in the model are probed by constructing appropriate input
images L C and L I, and computing the cortical response to
each input using EqS. (A1)-(A17) in Appendix A. Measuring the response of each cortical cell to oriented light (1.0)
and dark (0.0) bars on a neutral (0.5) background in L Cand a
uniform neutral pattern in L I leads to the construction of

Fig. 12. Orientation preferenceand IJCuiardominancemaps: orientation
preferenceat eachposition is indicatedby a line segmentat the preferred
orientation with length proportional to orientation selectivity. Regions
dominatedby the contralateraleye are coloredwhite. regionsdominated
by the ipsilateraleye aregrey.

contralateral orientation tuning curves for simple and complex cells. Figs. 14 and 15 show contralateral orientation
tuning curves for six representative simple and complex
cells, measured with oriented bars of length 12 and width
3. Similar response tuning curves result from presenting
bars to the network in L I, and uniform neutral stimuli in
Lc. Both simple and complex cells tend to have a range of
orientations for which they are well-tuned, and response
falls off as the orientation is moved away from the preferred
orientation. The orientation tuning of simple cells is
approximately equal to that of complex cells.
In rhesus monkeys, most cells exhibit tuning curves
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Fig. 14. Simple cell orientationtuning: model cell responseplottedagainsttest bar orientationfor six characteristicmodel simplecells.

between20 and 100degreeswide, with the medianat about
40 degreesfor simple cells and 50-150degreesfor complex
cells (Schiller et al., 1976) when orientationtuning was
measuredas the width of the tunin~~curve at a level equal
to 1/J2 of the maximumresponse.In catsit is between40
and75 degrees(median50 degrees)for simpleand between
20 and 81 degrees(median 47 degrees)for complexcells

(Gilbert, 1977),when orientationtuning was measuredas
the width of the tuning curve at 1/2 the maximumresponse.
Although direct comparisonof these numbersis difficult
becauseof the different definitions of tuning width, the
measurements
are in general agreementwith one another
and with the width of the tuning curves produced by the
model.
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Fig. 15. Complexcell orientationtuning: modelcell responseplotted againsttest bar orientationfor six characteristicmodel complexcells.
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Model cells exhibit a range of orientation tuning, but most
tend to exhibit tuning curves approximately 50 degreeswide
(measured at a level equal to 1/2 the maximal response). A
subset of simple cells exhibit bi-lobed orientation tuning
curves with peaks in the orientation tuning curves at nearly
orthogonal orientations. An example of this is shown in the
lower right curve in Fig. 14 and is comparable to bi-lobed
cells found in macaque visual cortexes (De Valois et al.,
1982). Simple cell orientation tuning curves are also quite
sensitive to bar position and contrast, a fact which is not
surprising given the spatially distinct ON and OFF subregions they exhibit (see below). Because they pool inputs
from many simple cells, the orientation tuning curves of
complex cells are much less sensitive to stimulus position
and contrast, and also tend to be broader and smoother than
simple cell tuning curves.
ON and OFF regions of simple and complex cell receptive fields were probed using oriented bars at that orientation
which produced the maximal response. Light and dark bars
at the best orientation are pre:,ented at varying positions in
eachcell's receptive field in a path running orthogonal to the
preferred orientation. Figs. I (5and 17 show the positional
tuning curves of six representative simple and complex
cells. Both model cell types show spatially localized receptive field profiles which tend 1:0be aligned with the centers
of the extent of their genicula1:einputs. Like cortical simple
cells, simple cells in the model have well-segregated ON
and OFF subregions which ll~ad to strong response when
light and dark bars, respectively, are presented within the
regions. These receptive field profiles possessmultiple ON
0.015,

and OFF subregionsreflecting both even-symmetricand
odd-symmetricreceptive field types. Some simple cells
exhibit only ON responses (or conversely, only OFF
responses),
suchasthe cell shownin the center-righttuning
curveof Fig. 16. Complexcells have poorly segregatedON
and OFF subfields,often respondingequally well to light
and darkbars at eachposition in their receptivefields.
Oneof the novelaspectsof the modelis the development
of spatially contiguoussimple cells with opposite spatial
phasesor contrastpolarities.Theseadjacentcortical simple
cells provide input to a subsequentlayer of complexcells,
which thus pool signals from both contrastpolarities.The
fact thattheseopponentpairs of simplecells havereceptive
profiles which are anti-correlated implies that the ON
weight profiles of paired simple cells becomecomplementary (asdo the OFF weightprofilesof the pairedcells).This
fact, along with the fact that ON and OFF weight profiles
correspondingto a single simple cell becomecomplementary, implies that the ON weight profile of a simple cell
becomescomplementaryto the OFF weight profile of the
cell's antagonist.Thesetendenciesare clearly evidentin the
scatterplots in Fig. 18.

5. Discussion
The self-organizingcortical map (SOCM) modeldeveloped in this studyextendsearlier work on map formation
(Bienenstocket al., 1982; Grossberg,1976a,c; Grossberg
and Olson, 1994; Kohonen, 1989; Miller, 1992, 1994;
,
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Miller et al., 1989;Rojer and Schw.lrtz,1989,1990;Sirosh
and Miikkulainen, 1994;von der M~llsburg,1973;Willshaw
and von der Malsburg, 1976)and orientationtuning development (Linsker, 1986a,b, c; Miller, 1994)to show how
neighboring simple cells that are sensitive to opposite
contrastpolarities canself-organizeas part of the developmentalprocessthat generatescorti,::almapsof orientation
and ocular dominance.In addition to the sourceof noise,
bandpassfilter, andresponsenormalizationthatare present
in other models, the current model makes use of cell
dynamics to control map developiment.In contrast,the
Miller (1994) model describesrules for learning neural
0.015,

c+
WOjk

0.01

0

0.01

0.005

cWOjk

(a)

0.015

0.005

001

0015

cWljk

(b)

Fig. 18. Simple cell opponency: (a) value 01:each weight w~: (I,m) from
the ON LON to units XOjkvs. weight w~i: (I, m) from the OFF LON. They
are clearly anti-correlated. (b) Value of each ""eightw~: (I, m) from the ON
LON to units XOjkvs. weight wti: (I, m) from the OFF LON to the
antagonistic units Xljk. Because of the opponency developed by the model
cells, each cell has an ON region that is correlated with the OFF region of its
opponents.

connectionswithout describingthe dynamics of the cells
betweenwhichtheseconnectionsform. Usingcell dynamics
enablesus to modelhow short-rangeinhibitory connections
mayleadto the generationof locally opponentsimple cells
with segregatedON and OFF subregions.Thesesimple cell
pairs interactvia medium-rangeexcitatoryand long-range
inhibitory connectionsthat controlthe formationof cortical
mapsof orientationand ocular dominance.These several
processes,acting together, enable the present SOCM
modelto show,for the first time, how triple-o mapproperties (orientation, ocular dominance, opponency) selforganizeduring the map developmentprocess.The fact
that nearbysimple cells developopponentcontrastpolarities in the model allows, in turn, a simple descriptionof
complexcell self-organizationto be proposed.
Orientationtuning in the model is an emergentproperty
of a network in which bottom-uprandominputs to locally
opponentsimple cells drive high-gain local feedbackand
lateral on-centeroff-surroundinteractionsbetweensimple
cells. There is strong evidence that, after development,
cortical simple cells receive ON and OFF inputs via a
well-oriented geniculocorticalprojection pattern (Ferster,
1986;Liu et al., 1992;Reid and Alonso, 1995; Volgushev
et al., 1993). These inputs are arranged in alternating
patchescorrespondingto the ON and OFF subregionsof
simple cell receptivefields (Fersteret al., 1996; Hawken
and Parker, 1984; Schiller, 1982). Like earlier models of
simple cell development(Linsker, 1986a, b, c; Miller,
1994),associativelearning in model simple cell weights
leadsto this patternof segregatedON and OFF inputs.
Orientationtuning can also be altered underappropriate
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conditions by the blockade of the cortical inhibitory neurotransmitter GABA (Sillito, 1975, 1979; Vidyasagar and
Mueller, 1994). These results suggest that intracortical connectivity can influence orientation tuning. In the model, the
development of orientation tuning benefits from lateral
inhibition within the cortical map, which serves to contrast
enhance small differences in random activity before the
map develops, along with well-oriented geniculocortical
afferents. The apparently contradictory fact that application
of the excitatory neurotransmitter acetylcholine does not
lead to a decrease in orientation tuning, and may actually
serve to enhance tuning (Sillito et al., 1985), may also be
explained within the context of the model. General application of an excitatory transmitter would have the effect of
increasing the level of activity in the x and y cells, tending to
produce a shift in the balance of lateral excitation and
inhibition. Compensating for the increased activity in y
units would be a general increase in inhibition, which
would tend to maintain a relatively constant level of mean
cortical activity (Grossberg, 1 976a, b). However, this
increased level of excitation could also turn up the gain in
the x .-.y feedback loop, resulting in substantially enhanced
responsesto preferred stimuli.
Intracellular blockade of inhibition has been found to
have little effect on the orientation selectivity of cortical
cells in vivo (Nelson et al., 1994). In the present model,
orientation tuning is an emergent property of feedforward
excitation and recurrent excitation and inhibition. Blocking
the ability of a cell to respond to inhibitory inputs will thus
not have a substantial impact on its orientation tuning. This
conclusion is in accord with the model of Somers et al.
(1995), which also suggests that orientation tuning arises
through the interaction of feedforward excitation coupled
with recurrent cortical excitation and 'iso-orientation'
inhibition. After self-organization takes place in the present
model (the Somers et al. model does not self-organize),
nearby cortical cells exhibit similar orientation preference,
and thus the medium-range connections provide tuned
recurrent cortical excitation. Similarly the long-range
inhibitory connections provide inputs from a broader
spatial, and hence a broader orientation, range to make up
the 'iso-orientation' inhibition described by Somers et al.
(1995).
The complementary structure of the antiphase cells and
the nature of local inhibition within each competitive pair
leads to robust orientation selectivity in the model. Even
when one population of geniculate inputs is deactivated,
orientation tuning will remain. In vivo, the selective
blockade of activity of ON ganglion cells (and hence the
ON LGN cells to which they project) by the application of
DL-2-amino-4-phosphonobutyric acid (APB) led to the
elimination of light-edge responses in cortical simple
cells, but had no effect on orientation selectivity (Schiller,
1982). In the model, removing the excitatory influence of
ON cells from the x units would eliminate the responsiveness of the cells to bright bars within the normal ON region

of the receptivefields, but the spatially-opponentOFF subregionsin the two channelsof eachdipole would provide a
receptivefield of nearlyunchangedshape.
The developmentof spatiallycontiguoussimplecells that
are sensitive to opposite contrastpolarities clarifies how
complex cells could develop by pooling signals from
oppositely polarized simple cells. In fact, starting with
pairs of suchoppositelypolarizedsimple cells, Grunewald
andGrossberg(1996)havemodeledhowdisparity-sensitive
complexcell receptivefields can develop,despitethe fact
thatthe simplecells which activatethemareanti-correlated.
This studyalso useshabituative,or depressing,synapsesto
self-organizeits receptivefields.
The pooling process whereby complex cells get their
inputs from simple cells plays an importantrole in cortical
modelsof visual perception.In thesemodels,complexcells
pool half-wave rectified output signals from pairs of
oppositelypolarized but similarly oriented simple cells.
The model complex cells hereby compute an oriented,
full-wave rectification of the image. Suchan operationhas
becomestandardin modelsthat havesucceededin explaining manydataabouthumantexture segregation(Chubband
Sperling,1989;Grossbergand Mingolla, 1985b;Grossberg
and Pessoa,1997;Sutteret al., 1989).Becausethesemodel
complex'cells pool signalsfrom oppositecontrastpolarities,
they canrespondall along the perimeterof objectswhose
relative contrastwith respectto their backgroundsreverse
along the perimeter. This property plays a key role in
explainingmanyhumanpsychophysicaldata aboutperceptual grouping, 3-D vision, and figure-ground separation
(e.g.Francisand Grossberg,1996a,b; Francis et al., 1994;
Grossberg,1994,1997;Grossbergand Mingolla, 1985a,b).
Taken together,these psychophysicaland neurobiological
data,and their explanationusing complex cells that pool
opponentsimple cell outputs, provide strong converging
evidence that simple cells provide an important input
pathwayto complexcells.
An ongoing debateconcernswhetheronly simple cells
project to complex cells (Rubel and Wiesel, 1968). The
presentmodel supportsthe hypothesisfirst presentedby
Hubeland Wiesel that orientationtuning in complexcells
is initially derived from pooling the responseof multiple
simple cells. This hierarchical arrangementhas been
attackedbased on several observations.Cross-correlation
analysis of simple and complex cell action potentials
seemsto suggestthatthereexist relatively few directsimple
to complexconnections(Ghoseet al., 1994; Hoffmannand
Stone,1971).If it is the case,as suggestedby this model,
that eachcomplexcell pools the responsesof manysimple
cells, firing of each simple cell may be only weakly
correlated with firing in any complex cell. Although
modelsimpleto complexcell connectionshelpto instantiate
orientationtuning in model complex cells, the model is
silent on the issue of whether additional oriented inputs
reachcomplexcells. In vivo, complexcells may respond
with shorter latencies via monosynapticconnectionsto

.
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activity in LGN cells (Palmer and Davis, 1981; Tanaka,
1983,
which

1985), and two-dimensional
visual noise displays,
are sufficient
to drive complex
cells, fail to drive

simple cells (Hammond and MacKay, 1977). These observations suggest that complex cells receive a short-latency
direct connection from LGN cells, but neither excludes the
possibility that simple cells provide a major input to the
complex cells.
Complex cells in layers 2 and 3 have been shown to have
long-range connections to other superficial cells with similar preferred orientations (Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989). These
connections spread evenly across large regions of the cortex
shortly after birth, gradually coalesce, and eventually form
the clustered patterns seen in the adult (Callaway and Katz,
1990). In accord with the need for correlated visual input to
drive the final development of long-range connections, it
has been shown that binocular deprivation leads to poor
segregation of these developing connections (Callaway
and Katz, 1991). In the model, as orientation tuning gets
initiated due to prenatal amplification and smoothing of
initial random biases in geniculocortical connections,
activity-dependent processescould lead to initial clustering
of long-range connections, and correlations present in the
visual environment could subsequently produce long-range
correlations in the map of complex cells, which could in turn
drive associative learning of the adult pattern of long-range
connections (Callaway and Katz, 1990). The model of
Grossberg and Williamson (1997) begins to explore how
such long-range connections develop both before eye opening and after visual inputs become effective.

1+
N

[aEG(UE) -aIG(UI)]
=.8

+ [a

G(u
EEl

I

shownin Fig. 2, eachcortical cell xj(j,k) receivesinputsignals
sC+(j,k), sC-(j,k), sl+(j,k), and sl-(j,k) from cir-cular
regionsof the LaN imagesshifted down and to the
right with increasingvaluesof j and k. The time-dependent
componentof Eq. (9) is removedto giveI(j
k)
C+ C+
C- C1+ 1+
1- I.=W"
k
k + W" k
k + W"
'

,

IJ

.S' J

IJ

IJk

.S' J

k

.S' J

+

W" IJk

k .

.S' J

(AS)
The dynamicalsystemis evaluatedby first consideringonly
the action of the feedforward inputs. Eqs. (10)-(15) are
approximatedby assuminga linear approximationto the
activity in the x units (seeFig. 19):
xj=elj+Yj,

(A6)

which, whena new input is presentedandis still negligible,

A
,.L

Xo(c~

~-

)] * LI+ '

[aEG(UE)-aIG(uI)] * LI= fJ+ [~EG(UE)
+ aIG(U.)] * L1":-

NI-

AppendixA . Two-dimensional~lpproximations

~+

* LI+

) + a G(u

Yo

The number of dynamical variables in the system of
differential equations described in the methods section precludes a two-dimensional study of orientation selectivity.
Accordingly this dynamical system is approximated to
yield an algorithm that is computationally tractable. With
this approximation, it is also possible to include uncorrelated ON and OFF retinal inputs from the contralateral (C)
and ipsilateral (I) eyes (L C+, L c-, [,1+, and L I-) to investigate the joint development of orientation and ocular
dominance maps.
The monocular Eqs. (5)-(9) are generalized in a straightfi
d
LON "
c+
c1+
orwar way to construct
mput Images Sjk ,Sjk ,Sjk ,
and s}k- with segregated fields corresponding to contralateral and ipsilateral layers of the LON:
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(0) YI

.t(~

(c)

(c)

CONTRALATERAL

(AI)

[CXEG(O'E)
-CXIG(O'VJ* Lc,= (3 + [CXEG(O'E)
+ CXIG(O'VJ* LC-'

(A2)

Fig. 19. Two-dimensionalmodel: in addition to two cortical dimensions,
inputsfrom botheyesaresimulated.Contralateral(C) andipsilateral(I) ON
and OFF cells project via weightedretinotopically arrangedpathwaysto
each x unit. The two-dimensionalmodel approximatesthe dynamical
systemas a progressionof open(0) and closedloop (c) estimates.
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becomes:

W~k-(t + 1) = W~k-(t) + Awx~l(t)[s~ -(t) -W~k- (t)],

x~O)== eli,

(A 7)

(A19)

where the superscript (0) denotes 'open loop'. Because of
the inhibitory connections from opponent x cells, only one x
+-+y feedback loop at each position, the one receiving the
larger total input, can become active at any time. Activity in
the y units is driven by the thresholded difference between
opponent channel activity values scaled by the input gains.
The total lateral cortical feedback, A, also contributes to
each y unit that is part of an active feedback loop:
yo=eT(lo-li)+T(A)H(Io-lt),

Anderson, P., Olavarria, J., & Sluyters, R. (1988). The overall pattern of
ocular dominance bands in cat visual cortex. Journal of Neuroscience,
8,2183-2200.
Bienenstock, Cooper, & Munro (1982). Theory for the development of
neuronal selectivity, Orientation specificity and binocular interaction
in visual cortex. Journal of Neuroscience, 2, 32-48.
Blasdel, G. G. (1992a). Differential imaging of ocular dominance and
orientation selectivity in monkey striate cortex. Journal of

(All)

and
(AI2)

when the feedforward term dominates, as it does whenever a
new input is presented. The lateral feedback interactions (A)
are approximated as a convolution of the total feedforward
activation with a difference of Gaussians; see Eq. (12).
Thus:

(AI3)

TermsA in Eq. (AI3) areusedto calculatethe closedloopy
values,denotedby y(C),when the A tenDdominatesthe e
tenD:

y~C)
= T(A)H(Io -II)

(AI4)

and

y~C)
= T(A)H(11-10),

(AI5)

The final closedloop activity in the x units is then,by Eq.
(A6):
x~C)
==y~C).

(AI6)

The activities of the simple cells, y~C),
combine additively
throughdistance-dependent
Gaussianconnectionsto yield
complexcell responses:
K = ak(y~C)
+ Y~Cl* G(O"J.

(AI7)

As in thedynamicalsystem,LGN-to-simplecell weightsare
modified accordingto an instar learningrule:
W~k+(t+

1) = W~k+ (t) +Awx~2(t)[s~+
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